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LLCC security police work to keep campus safe
By Brennan Stidham
Staff Contributor
Flashing red and blue lights can evoke feelings of
stress or anger in most drivers. As a result campus
security can be a cause of annoyance, or considered something to be ignored. However, they do
much more than just give out tickets.
“Our primary mission is to ensure a safe working
and learning environment for all the staff, faculty,
visitors
and
the
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we have on
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stuff, that’s put in there for a reason. We don’t like
to write tickets, but it’s something we have to do.
Actually, on a year to year basis we write at least
as many warnings as we do tickets.”
The campus police force is made up of 10 full-

most of the same authority.
“Our biggest focus is safety. We’re trying to
prevent some of the bigger incidents such as preparedness for emergencies.” Gentry said. “We’re
responsible for maintaining the colleges’ emergency response plans. That includes all evacuation plans.” Every kind of evacuation is covered,
event of severe weather, criminal incident, or active shooter situation. Every classroom, next to the
lines for actions that should be taken during emergency situations.
“We have a low crime rate.” Gentry said. “Colleges traditionally have a lower crime rate than
the surrounding community. Our’s is fairly low
because we don’t have housing. Folks come out
here, whether they’re going to class or working,
and then they go home at the end of the night.”
The security team does everything in their power
to assist the students and faculty. “We’re here to
help people be successful,” Gentry said. “Don’t
hesitate to call us. We want people to call us. I
would much rather get a report that we had to send
thing to worry about, rather than not hearing about
something and it turns into something bigger.”
They also do so much more, from providing escorts for those who don’t feel safe walking out to
their car at any time of day: “If for some reason
someone doesn’t feel safe going to their car for
cers will either walk or drive them out to their car.”
Said Gentry. They also provide medical attention.
“We’re the initial responders to any medical emergency or incident on campus.” Gentry said. Every
aid, CPR and AED. While on the scene of a situlance needs to be called.
Security, contined on page 3

Brad Gentry, Chief of Police at LLCC

Lake Pointe Grill has strong LLCC connection
By Rebakah Lange
Staff Contributor
When looking for a meal, Lincoln Land
Community College students can easily
find fast-food restaurants lining Toronto
Road. However, if they are looking for
a place to sit down, relax and dine Lake
Pointe Grill is a casual atmosphere with a
more formal menu. Located at 1386 Toronto Road, the restaurant has been open for
seven years serving their authentic woodfired among other dishes.

The Lake Pointe logo painted on
the restaurant wall

Owners Chris Hanken and Vic Lanzotti
opened Lake Pointe in January 2008. At
the time both lived in the area and found
that “so many options are limited. You almost have to jump onto the interstate to get
into Springfield, the west side of Springfield, the east side of Springfield to really
go anywhere,” Hanken said. “We realized
there was almost a need for a restaurant.”
Being located near Lake Springfield, “we
tried to assimilate with something that was
geographically close to us and that was
Lake Pointe Subdivision, so we became
Lake Pointe Grill,” Hanken said.
When the Lake Pointe Grill first opened,
a majority of the staff were Chatham Glenwood High School students. Most of the
students either graduated and moved on or
stayed in the area to attend either Lincoln
Land Community College or the University
of Illinois at Springfield.
The restaurant currently employs 50 to
55, staff; Hanken estimates that “around 70
percent [of the employees] are mid to part
time. We’ve been fortunate enough to have
some really great staff that has already
come and gone from the university as they
graduate.”

Lake Pointe, contined on page 3
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Black Sheep Cafe attracts young
By Hayley Bull
Staff Contributor
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Finding a place where you can listen to live music with good company

Editor

area. Yes, there are many bars where
people who are over the age of 21 can
go, but what about teenagers or those
who are under 21? The Black Sheep
Café is a place where there is all kinds
of live music and there is no age requirement. The music scene in this
venue has been built over the years.
The Black Sheep Café opened in
September of 2005. Kevin Bradford,
Brian Galecki and Cory VanMeter
run it collectively. The Black Sheep is
located on 1320 S 11th St, in the old
Southtown neighborhood.
“The show times are random,” said
Kevin Bradford. Weekends are the
busiest and the café is usually open
from 7-11 p.m., depending on how
long each band plays.
There is a $5 cover charge and everyone is welcome. The fact that everyone is welcome, goes along with the
name of the café.
The Black Sheep stands for those
who might feel like “the black sheep”
in society. It symbolizes those who
where, but they are welcome there.
“We are like a family,” Bradford
said.
There is also a record store called
Dumb Records, which is located right
next door and a skate park newly
opened called Skank Skates; they have
also opened a studio nearby too.
“We’ve kind of made that area our
own,” Bradford said.
The Black Sheep is very community
based and that is a main theme for this
music venue.
“We’re making good out of bad,”
said Bradford.
The area that The Black Sheep is in
is not an area where most people go
or wish to go due to the looks of it;
the area that it is in is not well taken
care of.
Bradford and the rest of the staff are
trying to make that area more popular.
Many different bands play at The
Black Sheep; most play the punk mu-
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night and each band plays for and average of 15 minutes.
Many of the bands are local, which
allows for people to see the talent
that is right in their hometown. Some
of the local bands are Asthma, Kow-
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selves and be free to play. Normally
the bands do not get paid to play, unless they are touring.
Most local bands want to play at The
Black Sheep, so they contact them and
book themselves to play. If the bands
are more popular, the owners contact
them to play.
better,” said Bradford.
It allows for people to listen to music
in a safe place, where they can feel accepted. It is a much safer place than
it ever has been before. Many different music styles have come through,
which allows for many people to enjoy
what music is being played.
“The Black Sheep is known for good
things,” said Bradford.
Hayley Bull can be reached at
lamp@llcc.edu or 786.2311
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abunga! Kid and Jag.
Drew Kodrich is in a band, Asthma,
which performs at The Black Sheep
Café.
“I really enjoy playing there,” said
Drew Kodrich, who is in the band
Asthma. It perfomrs at The Black
Sheep.
Kodrich has been going there for a
few years.
“The atmosphere is great,” he said
.“Most of the bands play originals.”
The Black Sheep has had many touring bands also come through,. They
had a band from Japan play there
called Ultrabide.
There have been many European
bands and South American bands play
there as well.
“We have loose booking,” said Bradford.
They allow the bands to book them-
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Lake Pointe
continued from page one
The restaurant draws large crowds when
there are events at LLCC and the UIS.
John Kidd, a former chef at Lake Pointe
Grill, has been welcomed at LLCC as the
new culinary specialist in the Business and
Technology Department. Kidd previously
had studied at the University of Illinois at
Springfield.
“He’s still helping us in developing recipes for the Rochester location but he is a
part of Lincoln Land right now and he absolutely loves it. He’s pretty good. We
hate to kind of lose him, but he’s still kind
of helping us a little bit,” Hanken said.
Lake Pointe also is connected to Lincoln Land through a scholarship, the Katie
Barker Scholarship fund.
“She was a student at Lincoln Land culinary arts department who graduated and at
a very, very young age and opened her own
restaurant in downtown Springfield; [she]
had very big success, [was] real innovative, creative cuisine. But she died very

By Rebekah Lange
Staff Contribor
In May 2014, Amy Cantrall will
graduate Lincoln Land Community College like other 19 year
old students.
Cantrall, however, has had a
slightly different journey than
most students.
“I went to Rochester High
School my freshman and half
of my sophomore year. The last
half of my sophomore year, I
was homeschooled, and then I
started at Lincoln Land summer
of 2011,” she said.
Attending Lincoln Land Community Colleges for three years
instead of the average two years
has been enjoyable for her.
“Lincoln Land was basically
my high school, I’ve been here
a lot longer than I have been in
regular school,” she said.
A few months into the fall semester, Cantrall felt she found
her place at Lincoln Land.

student

young, unexpectedly in a car crash. And
so we thought it would be fitting through
the Fat Ass 5K race to start a scholarship
fund. We’ve gone out and presented checks
at Lincoln Land. We feel like we’re kind
of giving back to the college through the
scholarship program.”
Lake Pointe Grill specializes in what
Hanken describes as “comfort foods.” One
of their most popular items is a baconwrapped gouda-stuffed meatloaf. “People
seem to love that. For the horseshoes, we
use a white English cheddar cheese for our
cheese sauce, more of a traditional rarebit ale sauce. Those are hugely popular,”
Hanken said. Lasagnas as well as pizzas
make a large portion of the menu.
“Probably our biggest point here
is our pizzas are done in an imported Italian oven,” Hanken said. Made by Mugnaini Imports, the oven cooks 600 to 800
degrees, taking 90 to 120 seconds to make
a pizza.
“[The pizza is] an artisan, traditional,
Neapolitan style,” said Hanken. “We use
imported flour from Italy; it’s a caputo
flour. It enables us to cook at those much,
much higher temperatures.” The special
care put into the preparation of the pizza

“I heard there was a theatre
club, so I joined,” she said.
“I wasn’t happy,” Cantrall
said about attending school at
Rochester “They’re really competitive, especially my class. I
should have graduated in 2013.”
After being pulled from Rochester High School in December 2010, Cantrall was homeschooled until the summer of
2011, when she started attending
classes at Lincoln Land.
“You can test into college as
soon as you turn 16, and if you
pass you can just start. You
don’t even have to pass placement tests, which are there to
find where you place, and what
classes you can take at Lincoln
Land. There are classes you can
take. ...
“It turned out only me and one
other person were in the theatre club,” Cantrall said, while
laughing.
“About the middle of October,
the other club member suggested
we go hang out in rehearsals for
A Christmas Carol. So I went
with her and everyone was really
welcoming,” she said. “I actually still have a lot of friends,
especially Mark (Hardiman). He
immediately put me to work, and
half way through, I was really
happy they gave me stuff to do.”
Hardiman is the director of
LLCC’s theater program.
Since the first play at Lincoln
Land, Cantrall has become more
involved in the theatre program.
She has been in two plays and
classes and directed one play.
“I went a whole year without
being involved [in plays]. But in
the spring of 2013 he [Hardiman]
directed ‘Dangerous Liaisons.
“I was an understudy for Emilie. She was a French prostitute,
and other than that, I was Adele,
the maid; just kind of a background person moving props.
And I was OK with that because,

gives it what Hanken describes as “a real
artisan feel and taste.”
The owners allow the restaurant’s
chefs to design much of the menu. Chef,
Alex Ingrim, has made several of the meals
and has added more of a southwestern and
Asian style to the menu.
“He has creative free reign, whatever interests him. We have shrimp and chicken
chili paste on our menu and now we’re
doing a kung pao chicken,” Hanken said.
Specials come and go. Others items develop to become permanent items on the
menu.
“We have a lot of people who visit us
three or four times a month as a family so
people are dependent on us, but also take it
very personally sometimes that their items
are pulled from a new menu,” he said. The
guests often influence the menu by requesting old items. No matter the menu, Lake
Pointe Grill has brought what Hanken and
Lanzotti strove for: “A location where you
can sit down in a family atmosphere and
also be served alcoholic beverages.”
Cody Bertoldo can be reached at lamp@llcc.
edu or 786.2311

Security continued
from page one
tivity logs, which can be viewed during
normal operating hours, which are 7 a.m.
to 10 p. m. There is also a list of registered sex offenders who are on campus,
which is likewise available to the public.
The information can also be found online
by going to www.LLCC.edu, hovering
over visitors and selecting police, or by
going to police.llcc.edu then select Sex
Offender info. There is also a lot of other
information available on the website.
“Just in general, people need to be more
aware of their surroundings, that also applies to the emergency procedures. Be
aware of what to do in an emergency
situation.” Gentry said on what the students and faculty can do to increase their
safety. “[The security team] can’t do it on
our own.”
Their phone number is: 1(217)-7862278
Ryan Wilson can be reached at lamp@
llcc.edu or 786.2311

while everyone else was rehearsing, I was able to just sit and do
homework and eat. It was actually really relaxing,”
She auditioned and was a part
of the next play as well.
“In fall of 2013, we did ‘The
Importance of Being Earnest.’
By then, Mark had me as one of
the lead roles, which I really appreciated.”
Cantrall played the roll of Cecily in ‘The Importance of Being
Earnest.’
In spring 2014, Cantrall was the
director of one of the two student-directed scenes. Her play
was ‘Hello Out There!’ written
by William Saroyan.
“I think I like acting better,”
Cantrall said. “I like people to
see me, but what I really liked
about directing was that I could
control everything going on, and
I really like to be in control.
I like to have a say about what
is going on, and I like that during tech-week, and that during
shows, I could just sit back and
watch. While the actors were
just really nervous, I could just
take a breather. I do like acting
better, but directing was a nice
change.”
Cantrall is will attend the University of Missouri in the fall.
She hopes to continue in the theatre program and be an English
major and theatre minor.
“Acting has definitely changed
me; I have more respect for myself,” she said. “Learning about
other characters and all the different characters, I really realized that I love telling other peoples stories in real life. It has
definitely impacted my life for
the better. I have a ton of lifelong friends.”
Rebekah Lange can be reached at
lamp@llcc.edu or 786.2311

Being Earnest”
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Organ donor awareness campaign nets 76 enrollees
By Rebekah Lange
Staff Contributor
Four students in the Lincoln Land honors
club have been working to raise awareness
on organ donation since April is National
Donate Life month. Tyler Mathews, Lauren Masten, Russell Michelich and Annisa
Kumerow have all been a part of the Be a
Hero Campaign. At the end of the month,
Mathews said, “It was fairly successful.
They registered 76 new donors.
“We brainstormed different events,
staffed them, encouraged as many people
as we could to sign up,” Mathews said of
the team’s tasks.
Together the team worked not only with
each other, but also with other people
close to the school, “that [bringing in
Jesse White] was all Sitha Hun’s doing
(head of the campaign, Hun works for
the Secretary of State’s Office). He was
a former LLCC student and really wanted
to get Mr. White out here. Although the
Secretary did a press conference at most,
if not all, schools involved, we were informed that our press conference was Mr.
White’s favorite. This could go a long
way when they select the winner of the
competition.”
The team competed against 32 other Illinois community colleges and is not sure
yet how LLCC ranks, but they are proud
of the impact they have made.
“We were able to register next to 80
people. If each donor has the potential to
better or even save the lives of over 25
people, that means close to 2,000 lives
could be improved. There were so many
people that approached us with weary
thoughts about Donation, and after talking to us, they wanted to be a donor. This
is an amazing cause, and the LLCC team
just hopes that the little we did will speak

to many. We strongly encourage any and
every one to become a donor and if they
have any questions, they should not hesitate to call. We said it to you guys, we
said it at the press conference and to the
SJ-R, Organ Donation is the most selfless
thing any one person could do. And if
everyone were to get on board, it could
make a massive impact on the wellbeing
of society as a whole,” Mathews said. Between sign-up events at Lincoln Land and
elsewhere, the team worked together and
learned a lot about organ donation.
“Organ donation can truly touch other
peoples’ lives. I never realized how many
people have a relative, or know someone
who has been affected by organ donation.
The support we received from the community was amazing, but, as I said earlier, it did not help our cause when all of
the support came from already-registered
donors,” Mathews said about what he
learned. about donating while working on
the campaign. He said the team enjoyed
working on it together Our favorite part
was learning of the different stories from
people who have survived thanks to organ
donation.”
A Lincoln Land student killed in a car
accident in 2007, Ryan Landers, saved
more than 60 peoples’ lives and the donation widely ranged geographically and
also in age. Mathews hopes to continue
to raise awareness about the benefits of
organ donation.
“It was an eye-opening experience; the
four of us sincerely enjoyed the experience and encouraged people along the way
to help out and spread the word. If given
the opportunity again, I would for sure be
out there trying to sign people up.”
Rebekah Lange can be reached at lamp@
llcc.edu or 786.2311

By Austin Miller
Editor

on BBC Radio. Their song ‘Even God Sings the Blues’ was
featured on The Paul Jones Show, which was showcasing the
best blues for Easter. The show was even titled after the Back
Pack Jones tune! Paul Jones is a well-known British musician, whose show reaches an audience of around 15 million
people. The show is available to watch on the BBC’s website.
Mike Baier, the bassist for the band, was featured in the
April 9 edition of the LLCC LAMP. Baier, an art student at
LLCC, and the band had recently opened up for blues legend
B.B King at the Sangamon Auditorium. Back Pack Jones
released their debut album, ‘Betsy’s Kitchen,’ in November
of last year.
“So far, it (the album) has been very well received,” says
Baier. “There have been many positive reviews, although
been selling.”
‘Betsy’s Kitchen’ features nine original blues tracks and
is available on iTunes, Amazon, Spotify, and CD Baby. One
of their songs, ‘I Got A Girlfriend,’ was been chosen to appear Blues Deluxe, which is one of the longest running and
most listened to blues station in the country. Blues Deluxe
reaches an audience of around 1.9 million people and is
featured on more than 100 radio stations across the U.S, and
abroad.
The band will play on May 18 at 1 p.m at the Old Capitol Art Fair at the Old State Capitol. The band will also play
July 13 at 2 p.m at Boondocks Pub for the Make A Wish
Foundation. For more information, see the bands website
Backpackjones.com
Austin Miller can be reached at lamp@llcc.edu or
786.2311
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Textbook use at LLCC is varied and complex
By Rebekah Lange
Staff Contributor
When enrolling for classes at Lincoln
Land Community College, students quickly realize the cost of purchasing a book
Teachers are not required to select a book
for the classes, but most do. Some students choose to purchase their books at the
bookstore located in Menard Hall. Most
students are unaware of all the work goes
on behind the scenes to get the book.
“Teachers are free to choose or not choose
any text books or other learning materials
in their classroom,” said Andrew Blaylock,
director of campus services. Blaylock has
held that position at LLCC for a year and
a half. He is responsible for the bookstore
operations.
“The start of the process is a publisher
will either email them [the instructors], or
send them a letter, or send them a copy of
a book that is newly published on the subject matter that they teach and they will
review that text. And if they like it, we
go through a text book adoption process.”
The adoption process starts when an instructor submits an adoption “that’s what
we call the communication between the
department and the bookstore,” Blaylock
explained “Then that gets reviewed and
approved through their department dean.”
The bookstore handles the books when
they come in and meet with the department
dean or dean representative to discuss any
issues or changes.
When a new edition of a book is released, the instructor either requests it or
the bookstore will contact the dean regarding the new edition. “If there is a pending new edition of a book that they [the
instructors] weren’t aware of, we want to
make them aware of that, or on the flip
side of that if there is a new edition that
came out, but there’s a significant price
increase and we believe that we can save

students money by staying with the current
edition, we will also communicate that as
well,” Blaylock said.
Some areas need an update in books
sooner than others “Sciences might have
changes happening more quickly,” said
Blaylock. “What determines whether we
go to a new edition of a book is purely an
instructor and a department decision.”
When it comes to buying back old editions, the bookstore works with a wholesaler. “If they have a need, like there is
still a need nation-wide, they can purchase
it [the book] back from you, but if it’s not
needed anywhere in the nation, like it’s
been completely replaced then there’s not
a value to the book store to buy it back.”
Before Blaylock worked at Lincoln Land
Community College books were only offered as new or rental.
“I thought I’d like to broaden that a little
bit and give people the choice of new, used,
rental, and even digital if it’s available. I
would like to have every book available,
if I can, in those four base formats,” Blaylock said.
He explained that sometimes buying a
book used is the most economical for students.
“Say you have a $100 book that is brand
new. If I can get used copies of those
books either from a wholesaler or after it
has been bought back then I can sell that
$100 book used at $75.
Typically a rental book, that was originally a $100 book, will be about $45. So
if you rent a book for $45 or you can buy
it new for $100 or you can buy it used for
$75. On the front end, the rental is the
better deal, but we could buy the used book
back from you and pay you half of the $75,
that’s $35 and 50 cents going back to you,”
Blaylock explained as an example, he did
mention that used books are sold the most.
When it comes to pricing the book, Blaylock explains, that the bookstore staff

uses an internal formula to set the
cost of the books “It’s less than a
big-box retailer makes and it’s less
than other bookstores, although we
do have to be self-sustaining.” The
bookstore does not receive any funds
from the college; any expenses they
come across they have to cover
themselves. “Typically there is a
line item in our budget, so we support the college, not the other way
around,” Blaylock said.
The bookstore started offering online sales about three and half years
ago. “That has been really successful; we’ve seen a tremendous
growth. Last fall we saw a 40 percent jump in sales worth students
ordering online at all five locations
of Lincoln Land.” Overall, about 20
percent of the books LLCC sells are
sold online.
“It’s kind of a hybrid approach right
now,” Blaylock explained. “We did
recently pilot a program at Litchfield and
Beardstown that their students would go
onto the website and order purely through
the website and we would either send the
books to that location or the student’s
home.” The main store at the Springfield
campus carries clothing items and miscellaneous items along with the books; other
campuses have smaller stores that may display items the students can order.
With competition from outside sources
such as Amazon or Barnes & Noble, the
Lincoln Land bookstore has to “be creative.” Through rentals and price cuts,
the bookstore competes with other sellers. “What we have in our favor is that
if we make a mistake we try to correct it
as quickly as possible. It could be done
on Amazon, but it could take two weeks;
if you have three assignments due in two
weeks you could be in trouble. We are
right here and we try to be sensitive to

those situations.”
Blaylock said that Lincoln Land has a
very high percentage of customer loyalty
and that the operation has been run very
well. “I can’t give you a exact percentage, but I believe it is around 70 or 80 percent [of students who use the bookstore].”
Blaylock said that one of the biggest advantages for buying from a bookstore is
communication, “At a two year college especially; you have a lot more new students
coming in. At a four-year college, students
will typically be around a little longer. Because we are a two year institution and we
see new faces coming in, we always want
to tell students of the dangers or pitfalls
institution, and we see new faces coming
in, we always want to tell students of.”
Rebekah Lange can be reached at lamp@
llcc.edu or 786.2311cddbdbdb

Terrell discusses a day’s work at Adloff’s Place
By Aerica Terrell
Staff Contributor

Aerica Terrell

I love helping people, especially the
needy. The demands of my job working
full-time in a facility for the developmentally disabled makes for a real love/hate
relationship. I’ve been working at Adloff
Place for about six months now and it’s
both fulfilling and hard at the same time.
Going in to work, you never know what
to expect from the staff or the residents.
Adloff Place is located in Springfield,
IL. at 50 Adloff Lane. It is a facility that
was turned into a home for 16 mentally
disabled individuals and now has 13 residents at the moment. It’s a place residents
of different needs and diagnoses can call
home. Diagnoses of some residents range
from mild to severe Bipolar Disorder, Autism and Down’s Syndrome. All the residents are different. Some have family and
some don’t.
We have a few whose family comes to
visit or even call. To most of them, their
family is the staff. That’s who they see
every day and that’s who takes care of
them. To some, the staff is the only people
they know and love.
A handful of the residents are very independent and do not need help with anything at all. There are a few who need
step-by-step directions to complete a
task. The individuals’ ages range from 19
to 75 years old. It’s really sad that more
than half of the residents can’t talk. The
only form of communication they are able
to make is yelling, pointing and grunting.

It’s really hard at times for me to understand them. I have to figure out what they
are talking about or needing at the moment through their actions.
At work we each get assigned a group
to take care of for our shift. Each group
has five or six people in it; those residents
will be whom you will take care of. Each
resident in the group has different needs
and wants. I assist with simple things like
brushing teeth, combing hair and tying
shoes. I might help residents shower or
write his or her name. It just depends on
the resident needs the help at that time. All
of the individuals work or go to school.
That is mandatory if you live in the facility. Breakfast is served at 8:30 a.m. sharp
every day. Residentns eat at assigned
tables, and I sit with them to assist with
cutting food, opening wrappers and most
of all making sure they don’t choke. After breakfast, I clean whoever may have
gotten dirty or soiled themselves during
breakfast so they are all clean when the
bus arrives. The buses come at different
times depending on where the individuals
are going.
Once everyone is gone to school or work,
I begin to clean up my assigned hall. I
make beds, mop floors and fold clothes.
My cleaning depends on what group I
have and the hall I have. Some residents
can clean their own room and some can’t.
Individuals might have a wet the bed or
had a bowel movement in bed.

Once I’m done cleaning up the facility,
I have paperwork to do. I have to document the progress each resident has made.
Each resident has his or her own program
that is a skill or activity that the residents
want to work on to progress. It could be
anything from learning to brush teeth or
counting money independently. We keep
track of everything they want to be successful in. We eventually want them to be
able to live in the world on their own and
be able to be a part of the community. We
take it day by day to hope one day it’s
possible for them to achieve that freedom.
Working in this field can sometimes be
a struggle.
The residents I work with have behaviors that range from mild to severe. Mild
means they will only curse you out at the
most, but severe means they will hit you,
spit on you, hit others, and even throw
things at you. Some days, residents fight
staff or even each other. Residents will
rip clothes off; throw tables, chairs and
anything else in sight.
Going into work is very tough sometimes, but I try to stay positive and do the
best I can.
Editor’s note: Aerica Terrell is a
freshman at Lincoln Land Community
College. She is a communications major.
Aerica Terrell can be reached at lamp@llcc.
edu or 786.2311
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The Carbonells are a family and a band with a cause

Photo courtesy
www.adayandawakeup
By Hayley Bull
Staff Contributor
“Music,” says Dara Carbonell,” is in my blood.”
A sophomore at Lincoln Land Community College, Carbonell
plays in the band A Day and A Wake Up that features Carbonell
family members, her mother, “mama,” brother and cousin.
A Day and a Wake Up has been together since 2006. The Carbonells all had played music years before that.
Discussing the music the band plays, Carbonell says, “Certainly rock and alternative, but we’ve played in some jazz festivals too.”
Their music is all original. “We’ve got songs that we’ve written
from when I was in junior high to today,” said Carbonell. The
band uses drums, guitar, bass and keyboard to accompany their
vocals
The name of the band comes from Dara’s mother’s experience
in the military. Carbonell said that they used “A Day and a Wake
Up” until they were home safe with their families. “It means a lot
to my mom,” she says.
A Day and a Wake Up has played at weddings, private parties,
6-Flags Chicago, a Cancer Foundation event, Revolution Youth
event and at many bars.
“When we would play in bars when I was in high school, they
would watch me like a hawk,” said Carbonell. She said her family was a little uneasy about her playing in bars.
The biggest show the band will play is the upcoming Gay Pride
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“There will be about 10,000-20,000 people there,” said Carbonell. The farthest that they have traveled to play is Florida at
a family event which then turned into a block party. The band
played a fundraiser on
behalf of the Harvard Park Elementary School music program.
Carbonell said, “We raised $5,000.” The band likes to play for
events that have causes that help people. The band has two CD’s
out and is working on a third. A summer tour is in the planning
stage.
The band’s original music comes from each member. “All of
our songs tell stories,” said Carbonell. “Once Again” is her favorite song. She says all of their songs mean something and have
an underlying story.
Carbonell has been playing the drums since she was 6 years old.
Her mother taught her.
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“When I was about 13, she played a beat and I could play it;
then I’d play a beat and she couldn’t play it,” said Carbonell. Her
mother decided to get her drum lessons. Carbonell played drums
in her high school band.
When asked if she gets nervous before performing, Carbonell
says, “I’m kind of cocky with it now.”
Carbonell has recently started rapping and hopes to come out
with a mix tape soon. Some of her inspirations, she says, are
Dave Grohl who was the drummer of Nirvana and Justin Timberlake. Both men inspire her, she says, because they are multitalented.
Carbonell’s favorite genre of music both to play and listen to
is electronic and rock music. Asked what her favorite aspect of
being in the band she said, “I like to come up with my own drum
parts.” She enjoys being able to play what she wants unlike in a
cover band where she has to play how the music is written.
Carbonell is engaged and will be getting married this summer.
of fell in love in that aspect,” said Carbonell.
The couple goes to a lot of concerts together. “We are concert
junkies,” she says.
About her philosophy regarding music, Carbonell says, “I think
it is important for people to embrace their music backgrounds or
artistic backgrounds.”
Hayley Bull can be reached at lamp@llcc.edu or 786.2311

